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Appendix x 

Fulll  Colour Presentations: 

Figuress 4.1 - 4.4 and 4.9 - 4.10. 
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Figuree 4.1. Formation of a liquid crystalline phase. 

basedd on complex 2. upon evaporation of C'FTC'k 

Thee while arrow indicates the direction of motion of 

thee from between the isotropic liquid (dark) and (he 

driedd liquid crystalline phase (light). The while bar is 

1000 um long. 
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Figuree 4.2a. Texture formed after Figure 4.2b. Texture formed after drying drop Figure 4.2c. Texture formed after 

dryingg d rop«0 .05 M). (0.05-0.1 M). . drying drop (0.1-0.2 M). 

Thee white bar is 100 urn long. The while bar is 100 urn long. The white bar is 100 um long. 

Figuree 4.3a. Texture formed aller drying drop of 2 

(0.22 M in CH-CI >. Approximatê  20'< of drop is 

shown.. The while bar is 100 urn long. 

Figuree 4.3b. (>uter edge of drop. 

Thee while bar is 100 urn long. 
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Figuree 4.3c. Inner edge of drop. 

Thee while bar is 100 urn long. 

Figuree 4.3d. Close inner part of drop. 

Thee while bar is 100 urn long. 

Figuree 4.4. A representative single crystal plate of complex 2. 

formedd after more than 30 days. The white bar is 100 urn king. 
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Figuree 4.9a. Simulated structure of complex 2. Figure 4.9b. Simulated dimer presentation of complex 2 with 

inversionn of symmetrj according to the determined spacegroup 

Pbca.. The (large) arrow, crossing the two monomers, shows 

approximate!}}  the axis of the (.inner that most probably exhibits 

thee orientational order responsible for the occurrence or the liquid 

crystallinee state. The projection of this axis (small arrow i is 

shownn in the RhBr-Tp\ plane of the top monomer. 
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Figuree 4.10. Possible arrangement of dimers in a bilayer structure, the 

dendrimer-wedgee groups of adjacent bilayers arc probably 

inierdigitated.. Solvent molecules i('H ("I i. necessar) for the formation 

off  the lyotropic liquid crystalline phase, are omitted. 
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